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 Humanitarian Frames and 
Humanitarian Soft Power in 

    Darfur
by Stephen Matthew Wisniew

Stephen Matthew Wisniew is an Army Major currently attending the Advanced Military Studies 
Program at the U.S. Army Command and Staff College. His article here is drawn from his master’s 
thesis at the University of Missouri, Humanitarian Frames and Humanitarian Soft Power in 
Darfur: Advocacy Frames in a Humanitarian Crisis.

In January 2005, the Government of Sudan and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement signed 
a Comprehensive Peace Agreement to mitigate the on-going conflict in Sudan, specifically in 
the Darfur region. The United Nations (UN) and the African Union (AU) imposed limitations 

for external support to the conflict, while simultaneously entering, retracting, and reforming 
negotiations with Sudan. Humanitarian organizations attempting to quell the conflict within 
Darfur showed “the persistence and resilience of external actors in transcending the limits of those 
international strictures and norms.”1  

 Message framing is a means for humanitarian organizations to garner soft power and use it 
to gain and maintain donor support. So understanding soft power, understanding how organizations 
frame soft power, and understanding why soft power is effective in gaining action for humanitarian 
support, and in this instance, action in Darfur, are important steps in answering future research 
questions:  

• How do humanitarian organizations in Darfur frame their messages to their intended audience, 
donors, and potential donors?

• How do humanitarian organizations in Darfur perceive their own efforts to frame messages? 

• Do these framing strategies result in strengthening soft power on the part of humanitarian 
organizations?

An efficient, salient, and persuasive message allows humanitarian organizations to stop talking 
about what they need to do and begin doing it. Messages and correspondence among humanitarian 
organizations and their donors become an important means of telling a story and providing solutions 
in a complex environment of rules, international law, negotiations, and humanitarian relief. Those 
messages and the “soft power” frames they formulate provide the strategic communications 
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humanitarian organizations need to provide 
activities and services within the confines 
of international law. Sending words, deeds, 
and images reflective of the humanitarian 
organizations and their donors begins with 
understanding how to frame soft power.  

What is Soft Power?

According to Joseph S. Nye, Jr., political 
theorist at the Kennedy School of Government 
at Harvard University, soft power is “the ability 
to affect others through the co-optive means of 
framing the agenda, persuading, and eliciting 
positive attraction in order to obtain preferred 
outcomes.”2 Nye, who served as Undersecretary 
of State for Security Assistance, Science, 
and Technology; chairman of the National 
Intelligence Council; and Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for International Security Affairs, is 
considered the preeminent expert on soft power 
and developed the concept in, Bound to Lead: 
The Changing Nature of American Power. He 
suggests that “soft power is attractive power” 
and the ability to get others to do what you 
want.3 Soft power is an academic concept that 
at times has been too broadly interpreted as a 
synonym for anything other than military force. 
Describing soft power is difficult because it is 
often reduced to measurable, tangible resources 
when it should be viewed as a way of getting 
desired outcomes.4 Soft power is not inherently 
good; it may be used for either good or evil.  

In contrast, Nye defines hard power as the 
use of force and payment to frame the agenda. 
He suggests “hard power is push; soft power is 
pull,” and that the ultimate indicator of hard or 
soft power depends on how message receivers 
interpret whether actions or messages produce 
“hard or soft behavior.”5       

Soft power relies on “positive attraction.” 
Context and situational variables determine 
whether actions and messages bring welcome 
or unwelcome attention. Sometimes powerful 

parties apply hard power tactics in ways that 
position them in paradoxically, vulnerable ways 
vis-à-vis smaller or weaker parties. If powerful 
agents falsely present themselves as benign and 
then are revealed or perceived to be covertly 
engaging in power behavior, there may be 
audience backlash.6 Soft power by attraction 
means the agent must exhibit these benign 
qualities, and the target must believe them to 
exist within the agent. 

Soft power is crucially dependent on context 
because what is effective in one situation may 
not be effective in different circumstances. 
Humanitarians acting according to accepted 
societal context and narratives can produce 
effects or reactions from the target audience 
with little or no hard power. Context and human 
relationships are the foundations of soft power, 
and the measurement transfers beyond the 
tangible outcomes.7   

Legitimacy is a key aspect of power but 
plays a larger role in soft power than in hard 
power. Maintaining soft power credibility (a 
measure of soft power success) is thought to 
enhance credibility without the source appearing 
to manipulate or propagandize. According to 
Nye, lack of credibility will destroy soft power.8

Soft power derives its strength from 
what Nye calls “structural milieu goals or 
general value objectives,” such as promoting 
democracy, human rights, and freedom. Mass 
media platforms, such as the Internet, cell 
phones, and social networking, diffuse soft 

Soft power relies on 
“positive attraction.” Context 
and situational variables 
determine whether actions 
and messages bring welcome 
or unwelcome attention.
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power and provide leverage to non-state actors 
to become an increasingly important part of 
smart power strategies. Nye defined smart power 
“as the ability to combine hard and soft power 
resources into effective strategies” and is both 
“evaluative as well as descriptive, depending on 
how it is used. Smart power has the evaluation 
built into the definition.” Smart power involves 
power conversion; meaning to convert the 
full range of power resources to “strategies 
that produce the outcomes” desired. “The first 
steps to smart power and effective power-
conversion strategies are understanding the 
full range of power resources and recognizing 
the problems of combining them effectively in 
various contexts.”9 States are not the only active 
entities in the concept of soft power; non-state, 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and 
terrorists reside within this domain and have 
equal opportunities to employ soft power.  

Nye is credited extensively for defining 
soft power; however, there are other outlooks 
and expansions upon the idea and theory. 
For example, Ozkan and Akgun’s study of 
Darfur implies that soft power functions as 
an engagement to what might be called “quiet 
diplomacy.”10 This study suggests that soft 
power success depends upon engagements 
without hard force or hard power and involves a 
dialogue based on common terms and interests. 
One can infer from this study that soft power 
is enhanced by common ground—in this case, 

a Muslim nation-to-nation exchange of values. 
In contrast, the U.S. espousal of Western values 
of democracy may not be as effective in Sudan. 
A soft power partnership between the U.S. and 
Turkey in Darfur could succeed if Turkey, as the 
lead soft-power agency, could draw upon soft-
power resources (tangible and monetary) from 
the U.S. and then diffuse the soft power within 
the established and accepted context between 
Turkey and Sudan.  

Thieren elucidates the theory of soft power 
by comparing foreign policy and humanitarian 
action as a mixture of both hard and soft power 
employed as an imperative and moral duty in 
pursuit of national interests.11

Soft power forms the narrative and 
persuasive setting for humanitarian action with 
regard to donors and stakeholders. Framing 
theory informs the notion of soft power and 
together framing and soft power provide 
structure and architecture. Put another way, 
framing messages enable soft power strategies. 

What is Framing? 

According to Denis McQuail, framing can 
refer to how journalists shape information into 
familiar news forms and narrative structures.12 
Waters indicates that “news frames are the 
window in which the news is presented, and the 
framing includes the packaging and display of 
the information (headlines, photos, and video 
footage), as well as the text.” Story framing 
involves the “cultural and social norms that are 
imbedded and communicated within a specific 
news item.” Waters argues that journalists 
work in a social process that involves his or 
her individual beliefs, journalistic values and 
constraints, and organizational demands. Key 
factors in evaluating framing are how audiences 
receive and interpret a story, how a story relates 
to their values and mindset, and whether the 
“story resonates enough for people to act on 
what they read or see on television.” The future 

...“news frames are the 
window in which the news is 
presented, and the framing 
includes the packaging and 
display of the information 
(headlines, photos, and video 
footage), as well as the text.”
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framing of any issue relies on its first frame 
because the original framing will be archived 
and referenced by journalists in the future. 
Whether a frame is significant involves how 
broadly it is disseminated and how successful it 
is in engaging the public.13

Framing applies some of Nye’s fundamental 
“aspects of relational power: commanding 
change, controlling agendas, and establishing 
preference,” where proper framing of actions 
and ideas may be used to characterize other 
approaches as inappropriate or ineffective. 
Further, it may be possible to control the 
boundaries of what may be acceptable courses 
of action and keep certain ideas out of the 
discussion:  agenda-framing focuses on the 
ability to keep issues off the table, or as Sherlock 
Holmes might put it, dogs that fail to bark. (See 
Table 1.)  

Nye argues that an actor can “produce the 
idea of monopoly (a single seller) or monopsony 
(a single buyer), [to] gain some power over price. 
[Actors] can do this by differentiating [their] 
product through advertising, creating brand 
loyalty, picking a special location, and so forth. 
Or in the case of oil-producing countries, agents 
can try to form a cartel like the Organization of 
Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC).”14 

Humanitarian organizations could 
communicate the same idea of producing a 
single choice of persuasion by being the only 

First Face

A uses threats or rewards to change B’s behavior against B’s 
initial preference and strategies. B knows this and feels the effect 
of A’s power.

Second Face

A controls the agenda of actions in a way that limits B’s choices 
of strategy. B may or may not know this and be aware of A’s 
power.

Third Face

A helps to create and shape B’s basic beliefs, perceptions, and 
preferences. B is unlikely to be aware of this or to realize the 
effect of A’s power

Table 1. Three faces of relational power

game in town with a certain service; however, 
this seems to be a form of expediency or 
necessity and does not seem to carry the weight 
of a persuasive message or a soft power theme.         

Humanitarian organizations prefer what 
Arnold Wolfers calls “possession goals—
specific and often tangible objectives—and 
milieu goals, which are often structural and 
intangible.”15 Possession goals include “access 
to resources” and “trade agreements,” while 
milieu goals promote ideas and “open trade 
systems, free markets, democracy, or human 
rights.” Communication networks, both 
technical and infrastructural, along with social 
networking are viewed as power and according 
to Nye, “positioning in social networks can be 
an important power resource.”16

Entman defines framing as pulling 
“elements of perceived reality and assembling 
a narrative that highlights connections among 
them to promote a particular interpretation. 
Entman contends completely developed frames 
contain four functions: “problem definition, 
causal analysis, moral judgment, and remedy 
promotion.” Additionally, he posits that the 
goal of framing is to form and change an 
audiences’ understanding using priming as 
a technique to create audience preferences. 
Priming presents frames initially, if they have 
not already been introduced; creates salience; 
or generates significance to specific ideas that 
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cause the audience “to think, feel, and decide 
in a particular way.”17 However, one must be 
cognizant that audiences define events based 
on the facts and the interpretation by journalists 
with intended or unintended consequences of 
bias.18  

According to McQuail, framing theory 
applied through textual analysis seeks to uncover 
definite results about the frames applied even if 
the measurement of those frames is not precise. 
Framing will involve using narrative structures, 
language selection, tropes, and other linguistic 
strategies. Similar to Nye’s concept of context, 
the effectiveness and power of frames are 
highly connected to events and situations and 

will necessarily change over time. While theory 
explores framing as a concept, analysis derives 
from teasing out those impressions, meanings, 
and assumptions from the frame(s). However, 
as McQuail reminds us citing Kitzinger, hidden 
frames may be convincingly powerful or, 
conversely, so obvious and transparent that the 
audience takes their meaning for granted.19 

Porismita Borah believes that frames are a 
means for people to organize and make sense of 
events and must always emphasize some aspects 
of reality while downplaying or ignoring others, 
thus affecting people’s perceptions of events 

and reality.20    
Chong and Druckman suggest that framing 

emerges from the fact that individuals may 
perceive any event or activity from many 
perspectives. Framing then comes to mean a 
“process by which people develop a particular 
conceptualization of an issue or reorient their 
thinking about an issue. The expectancy model 
helps Chong and Druckman explain attitude 
as formed from ideal concepts from a number 
of known established beliefs about something. 
Those attitudes are valued over others and are 
known as “frame in thought.”21 Tuchman also 
points out that audiences may reject a particular 
frame if it does not conform to their own 
experiences or values.22  

Humanitarian organizations operating 
in Darfur may use frames and soft power to 
accomplish their goals. Creating a soft power 
frame means developing a continuing narrative 
resonating in time, space, culture, attitudes, 
words, deeds, images, and motivations 
that appeals and attracts others to support 
humanitarian efforts. Therefore, it assumes a 
certain point of view that the target audiences 
find within their own points of view—they 
point back at each other and affirm each other.

According to Borah’s research involving 93 
peer-reviewed communication journals, framing 
research has sociological versus psychological 
aspects. Sociological understanding concerns 
the construction of news stories by their words, 
phrases, images, and the processes that underlie 
those stories. In contrast, the psychological 
aspect demonstrates how people organize and 
make sense of the world through their own 
frames. Additionally, framing research tends to 
explore both unique frames and consistent frames 
but little of the “frame production process.” 
Borah argues that “examining moderators, the 
meditational processes involved in framing, are 
important in understanding framing effects” 
and points to the tendency for communications 
literature toward the “sociological aspects by 

Humanitarian organizations 
operating in Darfur may use 
frames and soft power to 
accomplish their goals. Creating 
a soft power frame means 
developing a continuing narrative 
resonating in time, space, 
culture, attitudes, words, deeds, 
images, and motivations that 
appeals and attracts others to 
support humanitarian efforts.
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examining message design,” with most research 
focused on unique frames. She concludes that 
unique framing may not be able to interpret 
sufficiently with framing concepts and theory. 
Borah’s recommendation for research links 
“issue-specific frames” with framing theory 
to answer the following questions: (1) Does 
the examination of the issue-specific frames 
help in methodological development of frame 
analysis? (2) How does the unique set of frame 
associate with already developed generic 
frames in literature?” Furthermore, her views 
on diversity of frames call for studies to define 
“conceptualizations and operationalizations 
of that particular study.” Because of the lack 
of multiple frames found within the study, 
Borah recommends their examination in future 
research. Her study also highlights that factors 
or actions forming frames have had little 
research attention regarding the multitude of 
influences on framing. She suggests that to gain 
a better understanding of framing, researchers 
should investigate how framers emerge, and 
focus mainly on the moderators and mediators 
associated with the media.23

Scheufele argues that many studies do not 
offer clear “conceptual definitions.” Scheufele 
attempts to resolve some of the deficiencies he 
finds by proposing a model framing process. 
His model of framing research demonstrates a 
four-process continuous method of borrowing 
outcomes and inputs from previous programs of 
“frame building, frame setting, individual-level 
effects of framing, and a link between individual 
frames and media frames.” Scheufele concludes 
that descriptions of framing effects have been 
uncovered; however, the causal relationship to 
“behavior, attitudinal, or cognitive outcomes” 
has not been properly linked or associated. His 
process model tries to caste the journalist as an 
audience—that is to say, journalists are affected 
by the frames they are presented and the frames 
they are required to use in their work, as well 
as, their interpretation of those frames. He 

admits that the model remains an initial step 
toward reaching an acceptable model and with 
limitations; however, his efforts to apply a 
stronger effects orientation to framing are very 
useful.

In the same article, he borrows from agenda-
building research and asks, “What kinds of 
organizational or structural factors of the media 
systems, or which individual characteristics 
of journalists, can impact the framing of new 
content?” He also suggests that “frame setting” 
is similar to agenda setting and is related to 
what is known as second-level agenda-setting. 
Second-level agenda-setting is concerned with 
the salience of different attributes of a frame 
in a media message. Scheufele also discusses 
the potential individual-level effects of framing 
and identifies “behavioral, attitudinal, and 
cognitive” variables arguing that the process 
relationship between these variables has 
been largely unobserved in research. Much 
previous research appears to link media frames 
and individual-level outcomes apparently 
overlooking audience adoption of the frames or 
the extent to which the audience uses the frames 
for their own understanding.24  

Clearly there are substantial controversies 
about framing research. However, researchers 
agree that framing theory provides a useful 
lens through which to examine media messages 
and potentially their effects on audiences. 
Moreover, the concept of soft power and its 
deployment depends heavily on policy actors’ 
messages, message framing, and persuasiveness 
as well as the self-perceptions of policy actors. 
Humanitarian organizations espouse their 
soft power agendas through differing media 
and messages and specific frames. As Manzo, 
in Imaging Humanitarianism: NGO Identity 
and Iconography of Childhood, suggests 
“images of children and shared codes of 
conduct are two sides of the same coin; they 
are both means through which NGOs produce 
themselves as humanitarian.”  Additionally she 
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contends that these images are important to 
“a larger discursive apparatus through which 
humanitarian identity in general is constituted, 
revised, and reaffirmed.” Moreover, this 
suggests a frame of reference of concepts with 
the overarching “schema” relying upon “rights.” 
Manzo highlights Oxfam UK, a humanitarian 
organization, which used a story and picture of 
a Darfur refugee learning and applying hygiene 
lessons on its website to demonstrate Oxfam’s 
successful campaign against disease.25

Further, as Ryfman argues, an NGO’s 
application of soft power to stakeholders should 
“make both beneficiaries; members, staff, and 
volunteers; private donors, public sponsors, 
partner associations; and suppliers feel that 
they are directly involved themselves.”  Thus 
Ryman adds stakeholder interest and quality of 
services as important components of framing 
and articulating humanitarian soft power.26   

How Soft Power and Framing 
Point the Way Ahead 

The importance of the research relies 
upon discovering the support, interest, and 
commitment that may be obtained regarding 
the humanitarian situation in Darfur through 
the use of humanitarian soft power and message 
frames aimed at potential donors. Without 
specific frames alluding to supportive and 
persuasive attitudes toward the situation and 
the humanitarian action required in Darfur, 
the protections for non-combatants would go 
unnoticed and unresolved.

How do humanitarian organizations frame 
their messages to their intended audience—that 
is donors and potential donors—for support to 
humanitarian activity in Darfur, and do these 
frames fall within the theoretical definitions 
of soft power? The methods of message 
frames and soft power theory demonstrate how 
communication assists humanitarian support 
donor responses. Ultimately, the framed 
messages convey attitudes of support for those 

qualified humanitarian professionals able to 
administer humanitarian assistance at the right 
place and time within Darfur.  

Creating soft power frames helps develop a 
continuing narrative resonating in time, space, 
culture, attitudes, words, deeds, images, and 
motivations that appeals to and attracts support 
for the humanitarian efforts. Therefore, it 
assumes a certain bias that the target audiences 
(donors) find within their own biases—they 
point back at each other and affirm each other. 
The research question informs humanitarian 
organizations about their own soft power frames 
and those of other humanitarian organizations, 
while at the same time acknowledging a 
reflection of donors to the organizations and 
vice versa. Finally, humanitarian framed 
themes and definitions allow analysis of various 
message roles explaining message salience, 
persuasiveness, and institutional soft power.  

NGOs operating in Darfur limit the 
frames they employ because negatively 
framing the Sudanese government would 
cause governmental retaliation and could end 
humanitarian efforts in Darfur. This was the 
case in 2009, when 13 NGOs were thrown 
out of Sudan, after the International Criminal 
Courts (ICC) indicted then leader, al-Bashir. 
The Sudanese government accused NGOs of 
offering evidence to the ICC leading to that 
indictment.  

Conclusion

The literature review identified common 
media frames, defined soft power theory, and 
examined humanitarian frames about Darfur.27 
Areas of further research might include the 
following:

• Analyzing how messages are formed by 
humanitarian organizations to engender 
soft power or frame a specific soft power 
message to gain specific behavior effects.
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• Analyzing the specific outcomes of public 
relations humanitarian campaigns compared 
with specific PR tactics and goals with 
donor response in monetary commitments.  

• Analyzing the hidden frames or those 
frames left out of the messages to understand 
why those choices were made and which 
messages are considered offensive or 
negatively affect a frame or message.

• Analyzing the interconnection between the 
humanitarian organization, donor, and the 
recipients of the service or humanitarian 
action to see if there is a universal soft 
power frame or description involving all 
three elements.    

In the case of operational NGOs conducting 
relief work on the ground, directly identifying 

Differing NGO Advocacy Frames about Darfur
U.S. based NGO advocates for Darfur Operational NGOs operating in Darfur

Desires and asks for citizens’ involvement 
as part of donor support

Desires donors to support NGOs to perform 
the job they are trained for and does not ask 
donors to advocate U.S. citizens to change 
U.S. policy 

Identifies victims and perpetrators Identifies victims only
Define the conflict by humanitarian ideals 
by requiring aid and relief and reporting 
war crimes, acts against humanity, and 
genocide

Defines the conflict only in the context of 
aid and relief

Applies a political approach to advocacy  Applies an apolitical approach as a neutral 
third party

Uses citizen outrage and citizen outcry Uses a silent message
Sends the message that Sudan denies 
humanitarian aid and does provide not 
enough resources and aid workers for the 
amount of people requiring aid

Sends the message that victims need 
humanitarian aid and there are not enough 
resources and aid workers for the amount 
of people requiring aid

Table 2. Differing NGO frames about Darfur

the perpetrators of conflict was omitted from the 
common frames and the range of possibilities 
examined. 

In addition, messages intended to 
communicate to more than one specific audience 
had to be carefully framed or omitted if they 
were perceived to potentially damage current 
aid efforts by NGOs within Darfur. Therefore, 
it was assumed two differing advocacy frames 
existed, and they communicated differently: 
U.S. based advocacy, with no operational or 
technical support on the ground in Darfur; and 
operational NGOs, with boots and technical 
support on the ground. Their viewpoints 
moderated limitations. U.S. based NGOs had 
a full range or frames, while the operational 
NGOs in Darfur had to limit their message 
frames, even if their headquarters reported for 
them from the U.S. The following is an outline 
of the comparison of observed frames:
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At some point, the operational NGOs needed 
to decide what to report back to their media 
communication representatives in the U.S. and, 
ultimately, their donor constituents. It is unlikely 
they would say nothing or give no indication 
about NGO relief in Darfur. It is assumed 
the NGOs opted for a message supporting 
the victims over exposing or reporting the 
perpetrators and wanted moreover to highlight 
the relief and aid efforts to beneficiaries. This 
decision would seem to bring more good to 
many, as reporting on perpetrators would lead 
to Sudan asking NGOs to leave (offering an 
unsanctioned Sudanese message) and leaving 
victims without “lifesaving” aid and relief. 

NGOs in Darfur framed their messages to 
their intended audiences by eliciting sympathy 
to the beneficiaries and the aid workers. They 
used frames as a means to communicate news 
and the humanitarian context of relief in Darfur 
by enumerating the results of relief efforts, or in 
the case of advocacy groups, government action 
that occurred on account of their outcries. The 
frames often illuminated  the humanitarian crisis 
in Darfur, where millions of internally displaced 
people required assistance and where significant 
shortfalls in humanitarian resources required 
donor support to resolve the crisis. Operation 
Darfur NGOs consistently used frames to 
reorient donors to a larger problem of Sudan 
and South Sudan and focused donor support to 
not only Darfur, but the humanitarian crisis in 
other parts of both countries. Operational NGOs 
framed messages of longevity and advocacy 
in Darfur. It was important for humanitarian 
organizations to frame a hands-on relief and aid 
narrative in Darfur to enhance their credibility 
for humanitarian solutions in Darfur.      

Advocates in America, especially those 
who were formerly operational NGOs in Darfur, 
recognized that they were expelled because 
the Sudanese government suspected them of 
reporting al-Bashir’s abuses. Therefore the 
operational NGOs still remaining in Sudan and 

Darfur are assumed to have been put on notice—
reporting abuses equals expulsion. Operational 
NGOs framed messages and activities with 
caution limiteing what they communicated to 
donors.  

NGOs perceive their efforts to frame 
messages as effective because they consistently 
use successful humanitarian campaigns. 
Humanitarian organizations demonstrated their 
intended humanitarian effort with measured 
and perceivable, successful outcomes to their 
beneficiaries and program. The frame positively 
contributed to mitigating the Darfur crisis on 
the ground. Additionally, NGOs believe their 
success in framing comes from continued 
humanitarian support in Darfur; whereas, their 
expulsion by the Sudanese government would 
mean they had failed to frame the message 
effectively. Darfur advocacy NGOs perceived 
success in their ability to affect behaviors of the 
U.S. government as a result of their messages 
and campaigns carried out by U.S. citizens.  

Although operational NGOs stand against 
injustice in Darfur, the benefits (relief) outweigh 
the cost (reporting abuses). Operational NGOs 
and their home offices in the U.S. chose to defer 
the message of abuse to those NGOs stateside 
who could point a finger at the Sudanese 
government without fear of retaliation.

From the inexhaustible number of frames 
available, operational NGOs in Darfur are 
unlikely to use anything that identifies 
perpetrators. They may use the terms “rebel 
activity” or “conflict from rebel groups,” 
because these terms are not in opposition to 
the Sudanese government. This type of neutral 
message could be perceived as taking sides in 
order to simplify the message and give a “crisis” 
and “conflict” common frame for humanitarian 
organizations. 

U.S.-based NGO advocates would not 
frame these genocidal activities as a civil war. 
Instead, they would frame the perpetrators on 
both sides, but mainly al-Bashir, as facilitating 
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and continuing oppression, suffering, war 
crimes, mass atrocity, crimes against humanity, 
and genocide. Operational NGOs seem to be 
able to use the term “rebels” as long as that 
image does not represent them as causing a 
conflict or creating the crisis. Keeping their 
message neutral also mitigates possible “rebel” 
retaliation against aid workers.  

NGOs generally do not use the term “soft 
power” to describe themselves, nor do they 
admit they use it to form or evaluate their image, 
communication strategy, or messages. NGOs 
seem to attribute soft power to governments 
and not “something” they have, use, or project. 
However, NGOs might support a government’s 
use of  soft power because it enables NGOs to 
provide aid and relief through humanitarian 
services. NGOs do not seem to form messages 

with soft power as a strategy. However, soft 
power strategies color the frames they use to 
promote their work and gain donor support.  

NGOs might encourage the application 
of soft power over hard power options and 
effectively add their humanitarian goals 
within that framework. However, they avoid 
the term soft power in order to maintain their 
independence as a “third party” and to not 
be perceived as collaborating in political or 
governmental objectives. Although NGOs may 
not think they are instruments of a government’s 
soft power, when they assist in obtaining a soft 
power objective, they become accomplices in 
governmental soft power. The implementing 
partners of the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) (Catholic 
Relief Services, Cooperative for Assistance 

Rwandan soldiers line up to board a U.S. Air Force C-17 Globemaster III at the Kigali 
International Airport, Rwanda, for transportation to the Darfur region of Sudan on July 
17, 2005. The U.S. airlift is part of the larger multinational effort to improve security 
and create conditions in which humanitarian assistance can be more effectively 
provided to the people of Darfur. DoD photo by Staff Sgt. Bradley C. Church, U.S. Air Force
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and Relief Everywhere [CARE] , World 
Vision, United Methodist Committee on Relief, 
and HelpAge) received grants to perform 
humanitarian service for the U.S. government 
specifically in Darfur. Because USAID 
gives money in grants to humanitarians as 
implementing partners in Darfur, humanitarian 
organizations conveyed U.S. soft power 
strategy, and humanitarian frames were assumed 
to strengthen their soft power. 

Humanitarian soft power frames are 
strengthened if they support, in some manner, 
the U.S. government or, as in the case of U.S.-
based advocacy, espouse the same policy 
objectives of the U.S. government. Assuming 
humanitarian aid and relief is the solution 
(outside of hard power resources) to addressing 
conflict resolution in Darfur, this research 
indicates NGOs strengthen a government’s 
soft power by addressing governmental soft-
power objectives in lieu of applying hard power 
resources.    

Soft power strengthens NGOs when they 
frame the agenda; persuade or attract through 
a cooperative or collaborative way to gain 
preferred outcomes for political influence; and/
or establish specific preferences or diplomacy 
for economic or political gain. NGOs do 
frame their activities and efforts in a positive 
manner and attract donors through images of 
humanitarian relief, release from suffering, 
and resolutions to crisis and conflict situations. 
Even negative framing effectively carries their 
intended outcomes—donor support.  

NGO’s translate their values into action 
and because they are considered and framed 
as credible, they have the soft power quality of 
“legitimacy.” Because they align themselves 
with their messages of “attraction, trust, and 
persuasion,” their messages ultimately reinforce 
their soft power.28 Because NGOs communicate 
“quiet diplomacy,” they unite the agendas 
of both humanitarian and political actions. 
By communicating morally and ethically 

convincing messages, they create soft power.29

The research objective was to expose the 
humanitarian and soft power frames emanating 
from Darfur and demonstrate that simple, 
salient, and persuasive messages must exclude 
specific information. The situation on the 
ground in Darfur and Sudan remains complex, 
and any resolution must balance humanitarian 
relief and aid, Sudanese national interests, 
and identifying perpetrators of abuse. Sudan 
remains at war, and the operating environment 
for NGOs is a battlefield. Operational NGOs 
identified in this paper have chosen not to 
report war crimes in order to gain what is 
perceived to be a greater good—providing aid 
and relief. Advocacy NGOs outside the conflict 
have sought policy resolutions, and frame and 
deploy messages the operational NGOs have 
chosen not to communicate. The two may not 
always be working in tandem, but each has 
expressed its soft power and values in the best 
way possible for the current situation. Efficient, 
salient, and persuasive messages allow 
humanitarian organizations to get results from 
both operational and advocacy stated or implied 
goals.   

Kenya is currently facing a challenge to 
honor its commitment to the ICC which voted 
to arrest al-Bashir. McGregor reports, “Kenya 
plans to ‘immediately’ appeal the decision that 
threatens to destabilize regional security and 
damage relations with a trading partner and 
ally.” As the first responders to relief and aid 
to the consequences of the possible conflict, 
operational NGOs will need to remain vigilant 
as conflict issues flare. Politically advocating 
NGOs must continue their messages to keep up 
the pressure, because “Kenya, as a member of 
the Hague-based war crimes court, is obliged 
to cooperate with the ICC arrest warrant if al-
Bashir enters Kenyan territory.” Al-Bashir has 
already expelled the Kenyan ambassador and 
denied charges.30 

Humanitarian organizations inform their 
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activities through the international law that governs how they operate. These organizations are 
some of the first to witness indicators of genocide and other acts against humanity, such as those 
witnessed and reported in Darfur. Humanitarian organizations are required to remain vigilant and 
report developing situations that violate international law. Developing humanitarian objectives that 
may thwart and/or assuage mass atrocities and crimes against humanity serve to define humanitarian 
activity in Darfur as legitimate and are consistent with applicable international laws. Humanitarian 
soft power engages with potential donors and promotes humanitarian actions by arousing 
contextualized salient and framed messages and defining the capability of the organizations to 
efficiently create stability, prevent future genocide or acts against humanity, and help with recovery 
after conflict. The message of the humanitarian organizations’ frame encourages potential donors 
to support the need for humanitarian activity and become active donors or supporters.  IAJ
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